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Orangutans select different tactics for repairing failed communication,
depending upon how well they are understood: they repeat signals if they
are partially understood and switch tactics entirely if completely
misunderstood.David A. Leavens
Humans are primates and are the
only species, as far as we know, to
have invented language. Language
thus evolved in the primate order,
specifically among apes. Before
our ancestors spoke, they
presumably communicated like
any other large ape. It is an
enduring mystery how language
evolved in ape ancestors who had
well-developed communication
systems already in place [1,2].
So, if we want to understand the
communicative capabilities of our
ancestors before the development
of language, it is sensible to study
the communication of living
apes and their near-relatives.
Interesting new insights into the
communication abilities of ourclose relatives have come from
a study reported recently inCurrent
Biology by Cartmill and Byrne [3],
who have shown that orangutans
adjust their communicative
strategies in accordance with
subtle gradations of
comprehension by their human
caregivers, adopting tactics of
repetition when the caregiver is
close to understanding them, and
switching to tactics of elaboration if
the caregiver does not understand
their initial communicative bids.
Historically, studies of primate
communication have narrowly
focused on single modalities of
communication, particularly vocal
signals. As recently as 1993, in
discussing the primate origins of
language, Burling [4] wrote ‘‘I am
surprised by the willingness of somany primatologists to deal with
vocal communication as if it
constituted an autonomous system
while failing to give the same
serious treatment to gestural
communication’’. Since then,
both theoretical [5–7] and
methodological [8–13] innovations
have revolutionized our view of
primate communication.
The last few years have seen an
emergent theoretical interest in
multimodal signalling [5–7]. The
significance of multimodal
communication is that it provides
a physical basis for redundancy in
signalling; for example, cries of fear
(auditory modality) are emitted with
simultaneous facial expressions
of fear (visual modality). This
redundancy in signal components
permits easier detection, more
accurate discrimination, and more
efficient learning of context-
appropriate communicative tactics
[6]. Primate signals are conveyed in
multiple channels simultaneously,
so that observers can, in fact,
determine a lot about the nature of
social episodes, even when they
receive only some of a signal’s
attributes [14,15]. For example, an
observer can determine whether
a chimpanzee antagonist is the
Dispatch
R763aggressor or victim, depending




multimodal communication in apes
was initiated by Tomasello and his
colleagues [12,16]. Their studies
have revealed that great apes
tactically deploy signals in different
sensory domains as a function
of whether an intended recipient
is looking at them or not,
communicating in the auditory or
tactile modalities if the receiver is
not looking at them, and in the
visual modality if the receiver is
attending to them. Experimental
studies with chimpanzees [10,11],
gorillas and orangutans [17] have
confirmed these observational
findings. These results
demonstrate that apes understand
much about the effectiveness of
different signals or signal
components in different states of
receiver attentiveness, which
entails the ability to discriminate
these different states of visual
attention in others [11].
Apes have also been shown to
‘repair’ episodes of failed
communication, with tactics of
both persistence and elaboration
of their communicative signals
[17,18]. For example, we found
that, when faced with a situation
in which both desirable and
undesirable food are placed
outside their cages, chimpanzees
will cease communicating entirely if
an experimenter delivers the food
the animals have requested
(successful communication), but
they will persist in communicating
and display more qualitatively
distinct kinds of signals if the
experimenter delivers undesirable
food that the animals have not
requested (unsuccessful
communication) [18]. In that study,
there was a partially successful
condition in which half of the
desirable food was delivered to the
chimpanzee and the other half
retained by the experimenter; in
this condition, the chimpanzees
also persisted and elaborated
their communication. Thus, an
observer can determine whether
a communicative episode was
successful, or not, simply by
observing chimpanzees’ patterns
of communication.In their study, Cartmill and Byrne
[3] observed that orangutans
communicate differently
depending upon how well a social
partner understands their initial
signals. They presented
orangutans with both desirable and
undesirable food. They found that,
like chimpanzees, orangutans
persisted in, and elaborated
communication, in the face of
communicative failures, but they
also displayed discrimination
of different degrees of
communicative success — an
unprecedented finding. When
partially understood, the
orangutans preferred to display
a tactic of persistence, repeating
the same or similar signals. In
contrast, when they were
misunderstood, the orangutans
preferred to adopt a tactic of
elaboration, deploying qualitatively
different kinds of signals in the
face of completely unsuccessful
communication. Thus, the
orangutans made tactical
decisions about their signals as
a consequence of different degrees
of understanding by their human
caregivers. An observer can not
only determine whether or not
a communicative episode was
successful, as has been previously
demonstrated in chimpanzees [18],
but can even determine the relative
degree of communicative success,
based on the orangutans’
signalling behaviour [3].
Gregory Bateson [19] wrote that
there ‘‘is a general popular belief
that in the evolution of [humans],
language replaced the cruder
[communicative] systems of the
other animals. I believe this to be
totally wrong’’. The reason he
believed that language could not
have replaced the nonverbal
communication systems of animals
is that natural selection will not
permit the existence of two
complex adaptations for the same
function in the same species.
Therefore, Bateson reasoned, if
language had functionally replaced
animal communication, then
humans’ capacities for nonverbal
communication should have
decayed — yet this is patently not
the case. Far from exhibiting
relatively limited capacities for
nonverbal communication,
humans have extraordinarily subtlecapacities for emotional
expression, and we have
unprecedented abilities for art,
music, dance, rhythm, and other
creative modes of expression.
And, as Bateson frequently
noted, there are many aspects of
human communication for which
language is especially ill-suited.
We know, from personal
experience, that a glance, a well-
timed hug, a stare, a slightly raised
shoulder, an intake of breath,
a caress, and other nonverbal
signals can all carry immense
meaning that is only caricatured in
translation to speech. There has
been a long tradition of ignoring
‘meaning’ in favor of the study of
information transmission in the
communication sciences [7,20],
but meaning is fundamental to
communication. Bateson’s insight
was that in redundancy we find
a ‘partial synonym’ of meaning [19]:
‘‘if the receiver can guess at
missing parts of the message, then
those parts which are received
must, in fact, carry a meaning
which refers to the missing parts
and is information about those
parts’’. Nonlinguistic animals can
therefore ‘refer’ to relationships,
threats, objects, and other aspects
of their lives through
representations of whole acts with
partial acts. For example, the angry
growl and nip evokes (‘refers’ to)
the threat of a full attack, or, in the
present case, repetition signals
that the caregiver is close to an
orangutan’s intended goal [3].
Thus, according to Bateson,
metaphor, where one act signifies
another, is immanent in animal
communication, if we only had the
wit and sensitivity to see it. Recent
studies into multimodal
communication in our nearest
living relatives, the great apes,
have demonstrated that they
display a rapid and sophisticated
negotiation of signal meanings
[3,8–12]. Therefore, this cognitive
capacity for conventionalizing
communicative signals was
probably already possessed by the
human ancestors who invented
language.
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Microtubules are essential players
in the function of the cell. Together
with actin filaments and
intermediate filaments, they
comprise the cytoskeleton in
eukaryotic cells, and this group
of polymers is collectively
responsible for providing most
of the structure and spatial
organization in the cell.
Microtubules are also involved
in transport, migration and
reorganization and have numerous
dynamic roles, including
movement via motor proteins such
as kinesin and dynein, the beating
of cilia and flagella, and the
segregation and separation
of chromosomes during cell
division. One of the unique and
more interesting features of
microtubules is their
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In order to understand
microtubule polymerization, it is
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about the structure of these
polymers. Microtubules are hollow
cylinders of about 25 nm in
diameter constructed from the
protein tubulin. Heterodimers
of a- and b-tubulin attach in a
head-to-tail fashion to form polar
protofilaments, and 13 of these
protofilaments join together to
form the closed tube (Figure 1).
Tubulin needs to bind GTP in order
to polymerize, and hydrolysis of
this bound nucleotide is an
important factor in the growth and
stability of microtubules (for
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modulate the rates of catastrophe
and rescue [5], both polymerizing
and depolymerizing microtubules
can be observed within a given
population, indicating that this is an
intrinsic property of the polymer.
We do not fully understand the
basis for this phenomenon, but we
do know that it is linked to the
hydrolysis of GTP and indeed the
use of non-hydrolyzable analogs of
GTP eliminates this behavior [6].
Structural studies have also shown
that protofilaments of GTP–tubulin
are straight, but they become
curved when GTP is hydrolyzed
into GDP [7,8]. Based on these
findings, it has been postulated
that there must be a ‘cap’ of
GTP–tubulin at the end of the
microtubule that provides
structural stability, and many
mechanical- and chemical-based
models have been built on this
premise (reviewed in [2]). The
essential part of all of these models
is that the loss of the GTP–tubulin
cap through hydrolysis or subunit
dissociation would cause the
